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ABSTRACT 
Breast cyst is one of the causes for the cancer. If the breast cyst is filled with solid particle then it has to be diagnosing further [35]. 
Breast cancer is most common in women than in men [36]. And the rate of mortality will be quite high than the other types of 
cancer. The sono mammogram image of breast is used in this paper for the identification of cyst reflection coefficient. The sono 
mammogram is chosen because they will be indicating clearly, even a small variation of density in the medium. The cyst density is 
different from the surrounding area. The images are binned twice with respect to the region of interest. The reflection coefficient 
of the region of interest is calculated. The graph is drawn for reflection coefficient with respect to its corresponding column. And 
the range of the reflection coefficient is found as 0.12 to 0.37. The density of the cystic region range is reviewed. The mass density 
range is mapped with the range of the reflection coefficient. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 A cyst in breast is a fluid-filled mass. It may be appear as round or oval structure with distinct edges. This 

can be observed using imaging techniques. Ultrasound imaging or ultra sonography is very widely used for 

diagnosis in medical field. The ultrasound waves can be longitudinal or compression waves. It can be periodical 

or pulsed which propagate roughly at 1500m/s in water or biological tissue. Ultrasound is a mechanical 

vibrations or high frequency pressure waves above the audiable frequency of human ears. Ultrasound uses a 

pulse-echo technique for imaging the inner organs of the body. Image formation: when the acoustic impedance 

between the two substances is different, then this is called acoustic impedance mismatch. Due to this acoustic 

impedance mismatch, the ultrasound waves are reflect back towards the probe and being used to produce an 

image. 

 

A. Cyst:  

 When the ultrasound wave is transmitted without hindrance to the liquid or cyst, there will be no echo 

signal present in it. But in the solid structure such as tumors’, the waves are encounter by many structures with 

different densities compared to the surrounding tissue. This may leads to different kinds of echogenicity. 
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Generally cysts are black or echo-free in a ultrasound image, but solid tumors’ have a range of densities leading 

to a range of different echo’s from Hypoechoic to iso echoic to Hyperechoic.  

 

B. Acoustic impedance:  

 If there is a large mismatch, then large proportion of the wave is reflected, which is a strong echo, that 

produce a bright image on the display, e.g bone and muscle or air and soft tissue.If there is a small mismatch, 

then a small proportion of wave is reflected. Remaining is transmitted across the interace, e.g gas and air. 

Z1<<Z2 -40-99% reflection 

Z1>>Z2- 1-60% transmission 

 Z1- medium 1acoustic impedance 

 Z2-medium 2 acoustic impedance  

 

C. Types of reflection: 

 Strong reflection or ‘hyper echoic’: produce white dots on the image[e.g: in area of bone ,diaphragm 

,tendons’] 

 Weaker reflection or ‘isoechoic’: produce grey dots on the image [e.g: area of most solid organs, thick 

fluid] 

 No reflection or ‘hypo echoic’ or ‘echo free’: produce black dots 

 

D. Mass Density: 

 The range of mass density is reviewed from 0.9566 to 1.0121[8]. 

 
Table 1: Literature review 

AUTHOR NAME TITLE CONTENT 

Dieter Nurnberg,vito cantisani. General sonopathalogy(signs of 
benign and malignant cystic and 

solid lesions) 

Generally cyst, such as fluid filled structures has 
less echos, while the solid timorous structure has 

more or less homogeneous echo. 

Guy Hebert and ouime 

olive,montreal,Canada 
 

Diagnosis and management of 

breast cyst 

An air-filled cyst appears has a thin and a regular 

wall of smooth edge. On the other hand if the cyst 
has irregular and thick wall then it is abnormal 

cyst. 

Luz A venta,josie.p.kim, chistopher e. 
pelloski,monica morrow 

Management of complex breast 
cyst 

The simple cyst was defined by well-
circumscribed mass, anechoic and posterior 

acoustic enhancement in sono mammogram 

image. Complex cyst will be detected by the 
internal echoes, an intra cystic mass, thin septation 

or absence of posterior-wall enhancement. 

John t.gatzy,mary p.zaytoun,kay gasicine “Elecrolytes of breast cyst fluid The range of the characteristic fluid are high due 
to the presents of components like high Na+ and 

low K+(low Na+ and high K+) concentration. 

Neely hines,Priscilla j.stanetz, Ronald 

l.eisenberg 

Cystic masses of the breast The cyst or lesion will be echo the transmitted 

signal due to the homogeneous fat; homogeneous 
fibro glandular and heterogeneous. 

Virginia kneeland frantz,john w. pickren Incidence of chronic cystic 

disease in so-called normal 
breasts 

The “micro cystica” is another type of cyst also 

called as fibro adeno matosic cystic simplex or 
cystic papilla matosa. The micro cystic is analyses 

without the separation of gross cystic disease. 

Leena lepisto,iivari kunttu,jorma autio and ri 

visa 

Multiresolution texture analysis 

of surface reflection images 

To measure the homogeneity of surface, the 

images are divided into 25 blocks and each block 
was of 100*100 pixels. 

  

Proposed work: 

 The proposed work consists of three main sections. 

 Image acquisition. 

 Binning section. 

 Reflection coefficient section. 

 Range of reflection coefficient section. 

 Mapping the range of reflection coefficient with the range of mass density. 

 

A. Image acquisition:  

 Image is acquired from a private clinic with doctor’s report. We here tested 50 images with this procedure.  

 

B. Binning section:  

 The sono mammogram image is binned into 4*6 order blocks. Each block of image represents its own 

matrix of 200*250 matrixes. The blocks which contain the cystic region is identified and again binned further 
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into small blocks. The second binning blocks will be having matrix of order 3*3. Each block has its own matrix 

of 94*90 matrixes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Flow diagram of proposed work. 

 

C. Reflection coefficient:  

 The reflection coefficient is the ratio of amplitude of the reflected wave to the amplitude of the incident 

wave. The intensity of reflection coefficient gives the proportion of the energy reflected from a interface of two 

substances has a value between 0 and 1. 

 Where, 0= total transmission,1= total reflection 

 The equation for the intensity of reflection coefficient can be written as 

 R=Ir /Ii or [Z1-Z2]2/ [Z1+Z2]2 

 Where,  Ir - reflected intensity,Ii – transmitted intensity,Z1 and Z2 - acoustic impedance of two 

substances. 

 

D.  Range of reflection coefficient section: 

 In order to find the reflection coefficient range of the cystic region, the reflection coefficient is tabulated 

and plotted as graph with respect to the column of the matrix of second binned blocks. In this we found the 

range of the reflection coefficient occur between 0.12-0.37 for the cystic area. And the outer area of the cyst 

contains range between 0.38-1 values. 

 

E.  Mapping the range of reflection coefficient with the range of mass density: 

 The range of mass density is found out from the review as 0.9566 to 1.0121[8]. The range of reflection 

coefficient of cystic position is found as 0.12 to 0.37. These two ranges are mapped with each other. 

 

I. RESULT 

 The original image is binned first. Then the ROI region is again binned in second binning. The reflection 

coefficient is calculated for the entire image. Then the reflection coefficient of the second binned block is 

plotted to find the range. This range is mapped with the range of mass density. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Binned blocks of sono mammogram image. 
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Fig. 3: second binning with respect to the ROI. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Reflection coefficient graph for column 1 to 8. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Reflection coefficient graph for column 9 to 16. 

 

 
 

 Fig. 6: Reflection coefficient graph for column 17 to 24. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Reflection coefficient graph for column 25 to 32. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Reflection coefficient graph for column 33 to 40. 
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Fig. 9: Reflection coefficient graph for column 41 to 48. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: Reflection coefficient graph for column 49 to 56. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Reflection coefficient graph for column 57 to 64. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12: Reflection coefficient graph for column 65 to 72. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13: Reflection coefficient graph for column 73 to 80. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: Reflection coefficient graph for column 81 to 88. 
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Fig. 15: Reflection coefficient graph for column 89 to 94. 

 
Table 2: Range of Reflection coefficient 

Images Range of reflection coefficient 

Image 1 0.1-0.3 

Image 2 0.15-0.4 

Image 3 0.1-0.4 

Average 0.12-0.37 

 

 
 

Fig.16: Mapping between the range of reflection coefficient and the range of mass density. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Thus the image is binned, calculated the reflection coefficient from its intensity value. Thus the range of the 

reflection coefficient is estimated from the above graphs as 0.12 to 0.37 ranges. And by this range of reflection 

coefficient range is mapped with the range of the density. 
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